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Important Notice and Disclaimer
This report (“Report”) was prepared by Meridia Capital Partners SGEIC, S.A. (“Meridia”) for investor informational purposes
only and may not be used for any other purpose.
This Report includes information about the past performance of the Meridia Real Estate IV SCA SICAV-RAIF (the “Vehicle)
investments. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results and there can be no assurance that the Vehicle or
any of its investments will achieve or continue to achieve results comparable to its past performance. Similarly, there can be
no assurance that the Vehicle will be able to implement its investment strategy or achieve its investment objective.
Unless specifically otherwise indicated, all performance information presented herein is calculated on a “gross” basis without
giving effect to management fees, carried interest fees, transaction costs and other expenses to be borne by investors, which
will reduce returns and in the aggregate may be substantial.
Statements contained in the Report that are not historical facts (such as those relating to current and future market conditions
and trends in respect thereof) are based on current expectations, estimates, projections, opinions and/or beliefs of Meridia.
Such statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors, and undue reliance should not be placed
thereon. Certain information contained in this Report constitutes “forward-looking statements,” which can be identified by the
use of forward-looking terminology such as “may,” “will,” “should,” “expect,” “anticipate,” “project,” “estimate,” “intend,” “continue,”
“target” or “believe” or the negatives thereof or other comparable terminology. Due to various risks and uncertainties, actual
events or results, including the actual performance of the Vehicle, may differ materially from those expressed or contemplated
in such forward-looking statements.
Nothing contained in this Report may be relied upon as a guarantee, promise, forecast or representation as to future events
or result and thus no representation is made or assurance given that the above-mentioned statements, views, projections or
forecasts are correct or that the objectives of the Vehicle will be achieved. Investors must determine for themselves what
reliance (if any) they should place on such statements, views, projections or forecasts and none of the Vehicle, Meridia or any
of their respective directors, officers, employees, members, partners, shareholders or affiliates assumes any responsibility for
the accuracy or completeness of such information.
This document does not constitute a recommendation, offer to sell or purchase the shares of the Company, nor can it in any
way be considered an invitation to enter into any contract or commitment in relation to any share, investment, investment
management service or advisory service. Potential investors should carefully consider whether an investment is suitable for
them in light of their circumstances, knowledge and financial resources, so they should consult their own professional and
independent advisers.
It is expressly pointed out that Meridia’s valuations of unrealized investments are based on assumptions that Meridia believes
are reasonable under the circumstances and, consequently, the actual realized returns on unrealized investments will depend
on, among other factors, future operating results, the value of the assets and market conditions at the time of disposition,
any related transaction costs and the timing and manner of sale, all of which may differ from the assumptions on which
the valuations used in the performance data contained herein are based. Accordingly, the actual realized returns on these
unrealized investments may differ materially from the returns indicated herein.
Certain information contained herein has been obtained from published sources and/or prepared by other parties, which
in certain cases has not been updated through the date hereof. While such information is believed to be reliable for the
purpose used herein, none of the Vehicle, Meridia or any of their respective directors, officers, employees, members, partners,
shareholders or affiliates assumes any responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of such information.
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Dear Investors,
We hope this letter finds you well.
Please find enclosed Meridia IV (“the Vehicle”)’s Q2 2022 quarterly report.
As of June 30th, 2022, total equity invested amounted to €120.4 million plus an additional €48.1 million
committed to further investments in existing deals, with total outstanding investments totaling €190.3 million.
Based on the latest financial statements included in this Quarterly Report, the Fund’s total NAV (after accrued
carried interest) is €139.3 million. This represents an increase of €12.6 million vs. Q1, mainly due to the capital
called in April to finance MGP’s first capital call (€10.6 million).
Disposals
On April 20th, 2022, Meridia IV sold the existing camping portfolio to the recently launched MGP (formed
by MERIDIA GLAMPING PROGRAM A, F.C.R. and MERIDIA GLAMPING PROGRAM B, S.C.R., S.A.). Meridia
intends to continue expanding the portfolio following an aggregation strategy. Total transaction price at the
time was €36.7 million, delivering an IRR of 49% and an EM of 1.36x to Meridia IV investors. Meridia IV is now an
investor in MGP with a €60 million commitment - equivalent to the portfolio commitments at the time of the
sale - and has already disbursed €27.6 millon.
Acquisitions
The team is at advanced stages for several acquisition opportunities currently under due diligence. We expect
several of these to be materialised during the next few months. Our target is to fully invest/commit the Vehicle’s
equity capacity by year end.
Portfolio Overview
Our portfolio is split between Madrid (25% of invested equity), Barcelona (44%) and other locations (31%, as this
includes MGP).
As of June 30th, 2022, our portfolio comprised 8 office buildings (4 located in Barcelona and 4 in Madrid), 1
hotel, 2 industrial assets and MGP’s portfolio.
Asset and Project Management updates
The main highlights of the quarter are:
-

Agreement with a renowed international logistics operator to let the entire Gelida asset (Project Cold)
for a compulsory term of 6 years. Contract was signed in July.

-

Completed handover to Hipatia in Project Cronos and relocation of the existing tenant (IBM) to another
area in the same building, achieving an overall occupancy of 94%.
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Project Management is actively working on various refurbishment projects to improve the overall portfolio’s
attractiveness:
Project Cronos: New fit-out works plus IBM’s relocation to tower A were successfully completed in Q2 22. The
new tenant for tower B is working with our Project Management team and the contractor to complete fit-out
works ready for registration and opening of a training/education school in Q3 22.
Project Swiss - Midtown BCN: Refurbishment works, including new façade, are at a final stage (right before
completion), whilst occupation licence is being obtained. Expected handover has been pushed to the start of
Q3 22.
Project Uptown - Sarriá BCN: Renovation is reaching completion and the top floors have already been handed
over to our Project Management team. A final handover certificate is expected by the beginning of Q3 22.
Project Souto – Warehouse in Barberà del Vallès: After the warehouse demolition, during Q2 22 the project was
completed. We have finally received the construction licence, closed the tender process with a contractor and
started renovation works. Potential tenants could move into the warehouse and carry out the fit-out operational
works in Q1 23. Meanwhile, our project team will procure and obtain the occupation licence in Q4 22.
Project Cold – Warehouse in Gelida: Completed renovation works during Q2 22, ahead of schedule. The
occupation licence was also early received during Q2 22. We are now working with the new tenant to complete
fitout works (planned for Q3 22).
Project Julian Camarillo, 22: Working simultaneously on two possible escenarios: (i) with a potential tenant
from the entertainment and events industry; (ii) working to design a new office building - this would imply a
full refurbishment of the existing asset. We are currently checking planning permission schedules for both
alternatives with the City Hall.

We remain at your disposal. Sincerely,
Meridia’s Team

9
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Meridia IV
A
 €251.5 m equity value add vehicle focused on the Spanish/Portuguese real estate sector
P
 rimary focus on Madrid / Barcelona. Potentially focus in Portugal
2019 vintage
All real estate segments

Key highlights during Q2 2022

At Vehicle level:

Vehicle’s overview:
Acquired c. 115,998 sqm in real estate (1)
Equity deployed: € 120.4m (47.9%)
25.0% Madrid, 44.0% Barcelona 31.0% Others
52.9% Office, 12.6 % Logistics 34.5% Hospitality
Total funds invested (incl. debt): €168.5m
Financing: average LTC 35% (2)
Equity drawn: €109.9m€ 43.7%
NAV + distribution after carried interests: € 139.3m; EM:
1.27 (unrealised).

(1) Meridia Glamping Program is excluded.
(2) Taking into account the deals that have not been financed yet.

At market level:

On a macroeconomic level, Spain is expected to be one
of the fastest growing economies in Europe, expecting
to grow c. 5.0% in GDP in 2022, supported by pent-up
demand, the national recovery plan and a gradual pickup of tourism.

Current climate remains uncertain, inflation and the
implications of the recent Russia-Ukraine war are still
hard to quantify. Having said that, for now, overall direct
impact in our real estate vehicles is low.
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Sales in Q2 2022

Meridia Glamping Program
On 20 April 2022, Meridia IV sold (i) its existing camping portfolio (composed by 4 campsites and the contractual position
to acquire 3 additional campsites) and (ii) its participation held in the campsite’s operator, Wecamp Future, S.L. (both the
shares held in the capital of the operator and the Profit Participating loan granted). The vehicle was sold to the vehicles
MERIDIA GLAMPING PROGRAM A, F.C.R. and MERIDIA GLAMPING PROGRAM B, S.C.R., S.A.. (“MGP”), in order to
continue expanding it in a new vehicle with the objective of creating a portfolio by following an aggregation strategy.
Paralelly, Meridia IV has become an investor of MGP with 60 million euros, equivalent to portfolio commitments at the
time of the sale, of which €27.6 million had been disbursed as of June 30, 2022.
The relevant figures of the transaction were as follows:
		

Equity invested as of
transaction date

Total Consideration of
the sale

Gross Equity Multiple

Gross IRR

€27.6m

€36.7m (*)

1.36x

48.6%

(*) Total consideration is composed of a fix price of €34.0m and a contingent or variable price of €2.7m

IV
Vehicle’s overview
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Equity commitment status –June 30th 2022
4.9%
19.1%
47.9%

28.1%

Undrawn Expected Investment (1)
Undrawn Available
Drawn Invested (2)
Others

€48.1 m
€70.8 m
€120.4 m
€12.2 m

(1) Include undrawn commitment in Meridia Glamping Program
(2) Drawn invested including €22.7m of bridge loan financing

Total Commitment = €251.5 m
Drawn Invested (2) = €120.4 m 47.9%
€28.3 m

Project Black

€27.6 m

Meridia Glamping Program
Project Maritim
Project JC22
Project Swiss
Project Cronos

11.2%
11.0%

€13.9 m

5.5%

€13.1 m

5.2%

€8.9 m

3.6%

€7.9 m

3.1%

Project Souto

€7.5 m

3.0%

Project Cold

€6.8 m

2.7%

Project Uptown

€5.5 m

2.2%

Other investments

€0.8 m

0.3%

Others

€12.2 m

Undrawn Expected Investment(1)
Undrawn Available

4.9%
€48.1 m

19.1%

€70.8m

28.1%

% over Total Commitment
(1) Includes equity required to undertake CapEx improvement and working capital.
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Portfolio allocation (equity) -June 30th 2022
By City

By Sector

25.0%

52.9%

34.5%
44.0%
31.0%

12.6%

Madrid
Barcelona
Others

€30.1 m
€52.9m
€37.4 m

Hospitality
Logistics
Office

Drawn invested = €120.4 m (1)
Note: Pie by sector includes drawn invested.
(1) includes a bridge loan for atotal amount of €22.7m

€41.5 m
€15.2 m
€63.7 m
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Outstanding Investment(1) status -June 30th 2022
5.5% 0.4%
5.8%
6.7%

Project Black
Meridia Glamping Program
Project Cronos
Project Cold
Project Maritim
Project Swiss
Project JC22
Project Uptown
Project Souto
Other investments

28.6%
7.6%

9.6%

9.7%

14.5%

11.5%

€54.5 m
€27.6 m
€22.0 m
€18.5 m
€18.2 m
€14.4 m
€12.8 m
€11.1 m
€10.4 m
€0.8 m

Total Outstanding Investment (1) = €190.3 m
(1) Investment corresponds to purchase prince including capitalized transaction costs and capex.

By City

By Sector

24.1%

14.9%

27.8%

60.3%

57.3%
15.6%

Madrid
Barcelona
Others

€52.8 m
€109.0 m
€28.4 m

Hospitality
Logistics
Office

* Includes MGP

€45.8 m (*)
€29.7 m
€114.8 m
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Bank Financing -June 30th 2022

Refinancing Risk

Exposure to Banks (€ m)

€26.7m
€26.7m

CaixaBank

Project Cronos
Project Black

€20.1m
€16.1 m

Abanca

Project Marítim

€16.4m
€16.4 m

Banc Sabadell

Project Souto

€8.9m
€6.9 m

Banco Santander

Project Cold

0

Project Uptown
Mar 22

May 23

Jul 27

Sep 31

10

20

30

40

50

l Current Exposure l Total Secured

Mar 33

l Exit date l Loan maturity
Finance Perspective

Calendar
of debt maturities
		
Investment Name

Bank

Loan Maturity

Debt at June 30, 2022 (€m)

Project Cronos

Abanca

nov-26

11.6

Project Black

Caixabank

nov-26

26.7

Project Marítim

Banc Sabadell

mar-33

4.4

Project Cold

Banc Sabadell

jul-28

12.0

Project Souto

Abanca

abr-28

4.5

Project Uptown

Banco Santander

jan-27

6.9

LTV

DSCR

Frecuency

We have no debt with maturity in the short term.

Covenants
		
Investment Name
Project Cronos

n.a.

1.25x

Annual

<60%

1.10x

Annual

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

Project Cold

<65%

1.20x

Annual

Project Souto

<60%

1.10x

Annual

Project Uptown

<65%

1.25x

Annual

Project Black
Project Marítim

There is no risk of default on either projects.

60
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Evolution of disbursed amount
(Capitall calls & Distributions)

Accumulated Disbursed
amount (€m)

% Acc. disbursed over Total
Vehicle’s size (€251.5 m)

Q2 2019

Q3 2019

Q4 2019

Q1 2020

Q2 2020

8.0

8.0

33.9

33.9

38.8

3.2%

3.2%

13.5%

13.5%

15.4%

Q3 2020

Q4 2020

Q1 2021

Q2 2021

Q3 2021

46.3

56.0

67.0

67.0

74.1

99.3

99.3

109.9

18.4%

22.3%

26.6%

26.6%

29.5%

39.5%

39.5%

43.7%

€25.9 m

Q4 2021

Q1 2022

Q22022

€25.2 m

€11.0 m

€10.6 m

€9.7 m
€8.0 m

€0.0 m

Q2 2019

€7.5 m

€4.9m

Q3 2019

€7.1 m

€0.0 m

Q4 2019

Q1 2020

€0.0 m

Q2 2020

Q3 2020

Q4 2020

l Capital call

€0m
Distribution

€109.9m
Disbursed Amount

Q1 2021

Q2 2021

€0.0 m

Q3 2021

Q4 2021

Q1 2022

Q22022
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Meridia IV Valuation

1.27x

1.28x

1.12x

1.12x
1.04x

1.07x

0.90x
0.91x
0.95x
0.90x

33.9

30.4

Q4 19

1.0x

33.9

33.8

38.8

Q120

Q220

36.9

46.3

41.9

Q320

56.0

50.2

Q420

67.0

70

Q121

67.0

72

74.1

Q221

l Disbursements l NAV after carried interest l Distributions
€ million, unless otherwise stated.

82.7

Q321

99.3

110.8

Q421

99.3

126.7

Q122

109.9 139.3

Q222

V
Deal by deal
overview

A. Overview

61.8

UW
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Project Cronos
Location

Sector

Madrid

Size (sqm)

Office

9,658

Acquisition
Date

Equity
Investment

October 2019

€7.9m

DESCRIPTION

 ffice building located in Madrid’s MadBit district
O
9,658 sqm (100% office) + 229 parking units
Asset acquired from SAREB (81%) and Altia (19%)

UPDATE

 ain letting goal achieved with Hipatia new lease (5,968 sqm) and IBM
M
relocation. Occupancy will reach 94% once the fourth floor is delivered to IBM.
 egotiating with Hipatia the remaining vacant space to achieve 100%
N
occupancy.
 he works for the relocation of the tenant IBM were successfully completed
T
in Q2 22. The tenant for tower B is working with the contractor and Meridia’s
team to complete the fit-out works ready for the registration and opening of
the training/education school for Q322 .

OPERATING KPIs(1)
OCCUPANCY
(%)

95.0

€/SQM PER
MONTH

GROSS INCOME
(€’000)

1,455

1,116

86.0
11.8

NOI (€‘000)

1,436
1,074

10.6
388

UW

Current

UW

Current

UW

Current Current
adj. (2)

345
UW

Current Current
adj. (2)

(1) Based on actual invoiced rent (including rent free periods, rent discounts, etc.). (2) Excluding impact of rent free periods.

Valuation
Gross Asset

Equity Value

€26.9m

€13.4m
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Project Black
Location

Sector

Barcelona/
Madrid

Size (sqm)

Office

26,535

Acquisition
Date

Equity
Investment

November
2019

€28.3m

Valuation
Gross Asset

Equity Value

€66.0 m

€41.6m

DESCRIPTION

 office building located in Madrid and Barcelona (Talos, Arcis, On and
4
Barcelona Norte)
26,535 sqm & 497 parking units
Geographically and risk-profile diversified investment across Madrid and
Barcelona, with a balance of strong in-place cash flows and lease-up potential

UPDATE
Talos: Located in Madrid (3,636 sqm). Occupancy: 100%.
We have just signed the resolution contract with the school. The tenant has left the
building with effect from 1 July 2022.
Moving forward with different healthcare and education companies interested in the
building.
Arcis: Located in Madrid (4,903 sqm). Occupancy: 48%.
We have several open negotiations with companies looking for offices in the area.
Gathering the documentation to develop a marketing campaign that differentiates us
from Madrid city centre.
On: Located in Barcelona (6,908 sqm). Occupancy: 85%.
Under negotiations with the main tenant (67% of the GLA) for a lease renewal: 5-year
mandatory term, rent increase and occupied area to increase 800 sqm. Once the space
is delivered to the tenant, the occupancy of the building will reach 96%.
We are also negotiating with them different actions in the building. The works will
significantly improve the common areas of the building.
Barcelona Norte: Located in Barcelona (11,088 sqm). Occupancy: 64%.
The main tenant that represents a 50% of the building has terminated the implementation
works over the building. It has received the education authority and is now carrying out a
series of repairs in order to comply with the fire protection to deal with a few deficiencies
that were notified by the fire service. We hope that they will be able to open in September
without difficulties.
We have several open negotiations with companies looking for offices in the area.

OPERATING KPIs(1)
OCCUPANCY
(%)

87

€/SQM PER
MONTH

3,783

72
11.7

UW

Current

GROSS INCOME
(€’000)

UW

2,524

10.4

Current

UW

NOI (€‘000)

3,640

2,596

Current Current
adj. (2)

2,065

UW

2,137

Current Current
adj. (2)

(1) Based on actual invoiced rent (including
rent free periods, rent discounts, etc.).
(2) Excluding impact of rent free periods.
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Project Swiss – Midtown BCN
Location

Barcelona

Sector

Office

Size (sqm)

4,965

Acquisition
Date

Equity
Investment

March 2021

€8.9m

DESCRIPTION

 Class-B office building in the 22@ district of Barcelona.
A
4,965 sqm of office GLA and 22 parking spaces.

UPDATE

 e have just launched the website to the public with all the information
W
related to the asset.
 e are preparing the presentation of the asset to all brokers in the city targeted
W
for September 2022.

.

 he refurbishment works of the building have been completed and the new
T
façade are at the final stages right before completion and obtaining the
Licence of First Occupation. The expected hand over will be pushed to the
start of Q3 22.

Valuation
Gross Asset

Equity Value

€22.5m

€16.4m
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Project Uptown - Sarrià
Location

Barcelona

Sector

Office

Size (sqm)

3,827

Acquisition
Date

Equity
Investment

December
2021

€5.5m

Valuation
Gross Asset

Equity Value

€15.8m

€9.8m

DESCRIPTION

 wo offices buildings attached located in uptown residential neighborhood located in the west zone of Barcelona’s
T
urban center.
3,827 sqm of office weighted GLA, 10 parking units and 12 warehouses.

UPDATE

We have just launched the website to the public with all the information related to the asset.
 he marketing strategy in this phase of the project consists of finding a single tenant for the two buildings or one tenant
T
for the building A (2,259 sqm) and one for the building B (1,568 sqm). At the moment we have had visits for the whole
building and for individual buildings.
 he contractor started the works in Q1 22 within the planification timescale, the renovation of these office building
T
is at the final stage of completion and the top floors have already been handed over to our project team. The final
accomplished handover certificate is expected during the start of Q3 22.
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Q4 Julián Camarillo 22
Project
Location

Madrid

Sector

Office

Size (sqm)

21,232

Acquisition
Date

Equity
Investment

December
2021

€13.1m

Valuation
Gross Asset

Equity Value

€12.0m

€12.0m

DESCRIPTION

 sset is located in Madbit Innovation District in Madrid.
A
Office building with 21,232 sqm with compatible uses. Is envisaged to use this asset as a Data Center, as a hotel or as
an office building.

UPDATE

 e are working with a possible alternative tenant who are involved in the music business and in parallel on designing a
W
new office building project using the same architect that we have taken onboard for this renovation/development. At
the same time checking the planning permission schedule with the city hall.
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Q4 Maritim
Project
Location

Sector

Barcelona

Size (sqm)

Hotel

5,746

Acquisition
Date

Equity
Investment

February 2020

€13.9m

DESCRIPTION

 he Asset is an 84-key 4* hotel located in the Front Maritim submarket
T
of Barcelona, with frontage to the “La Mar Bella” beach in the Poble Nou
neighborhood.
Asset built in 2002.
Composed of 6 suites and 78 rooms, and counts with 350 sqm of meeting
space and a restaurant and bar area.
Private parking with 28 units.

UPDATE

 espite negotiations held between the parties, it has not been possible to reach
D
an agreement so far, and the parties are still involved in judicial proceedings, in
which Meridia is advised by external expert lawyers.

OPERATING KPIs(1)
OCCUPANCY
(%)

€/SQM PER
MONTH

GROSS INCOME
(€’000)

100

771

NOI (€‘000)

771

722

722

14.3
0

0
UW

Current

UW

0
Current

UW

(54)
Current Current
adj. (2)

(1) Based on actual invoiced rent (including rent free periods, rent discounts, etc.).
(2) Excluding impact of rent free periods.

UW

Current Current
adj. (2)

Valuation
Gross Asset

Equity Value

€19.1m

€10.8m
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Project Cold – Warehouse Gelida
Location

Gelida
(Barcelona)

Sector

Logistics

Size (sqm)

24,880

Acquisition
Date

Equity
Investment

March 2021

€6.8m

Valuation
Gross Asset

Equity Value

€28.5m

€16.3m

DESCRIPTION

 ogistic premises located in Gelida (Barcelona),
L
24,880 sqm of GLA
Is a premium logistics location, with direct access to the AP7 road.

UPDATE

 greement reached with a prime German logistic company for the lease up of the warehouse. The lease agreement has
A
been signed in Q3 2022. 4.8€/sqm/month and 6 years of compulsory term.
 he general contractor completed the renovation works to the warehouse ahead of planning during Q2 22. The Licence
T
of First Occupation was also anticipated and received during the end of Q2 22. We are now working with the tenant to
complete their fitout works planned for Q3 22.
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Q4 Souto – Warehouse Barberà del Vallès
Project
Location

Barbera
del Valles
(Barcelona)

Sector

Logistics

Size (sqm)

19,155

Acquisition
Date

Equity
Investment

March 2021

€7.5m

DESCRIPTION

 hree logistics warehouses joined by a maneuver yard, with a total GLA of
T
19,155 sqm, located on a 29,181 sqm plot of land in Barberà del Vallès, in the
first-tier logistics ring of Barcelona

UPDATE

 e have active negotiations with three tenants in the last months. We are
W
comfortable with the traction of the asset.
 he demolition of the lone-standing warehouse was started at the end of Q4 21
T
and was completed in Q2 22 we have finely received the construction licence,
closed the tender process with a contractor, and started the renovation works
in 2Q 22. Potential tenants could move into the warehouse and carryout the
fit-out operational works in Q1 23 meanwhile our project team will procure
and obtain the Licence of First Occupation in Q4 22

Valuation
Gross Asset

Equity Value

€18.6m

€14.7m
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Meridia Glamping Program
Location

Others

Sector

Camping

Size (sqm)

460k

Acquisition
Date

Investment
Commited

Equity
Investment

April 2022

€60m

€27.6m

DESCRIPTION

MGP is formed by MERIDIA GLAMPING PROGRAM A, F.C.R. and MERIDIA
GLAMPING PROGRAM B, S.C.R., S.A. Meridia IV has become an investor in
MGP with a €60m of investment commitment
Business plan consists of repositioning the campsite by implementing
WeCamp’s glamping concept.
The portfolio currently comprises 8 campsites acquired with 1,779 units.
They are located in Spain, mainly the coast areas of the Mediterranean Sea
or other mountain areas with a clear touristic attraction.
Additionally MGP holds 54% of the equity instruments of the campsites
operator (Wecamp Future, S.L.).

UPDATE

 amping Santa Cristina - First camping opened under the brand “Wecamp”
C
(in June 2022). The experience from the guest and the social media has been
success.
 amping La Caleta in Almería – The general contractor expects to handover
C
the camping to the Wecamp operational team during the Q3 22. It is scheduled
to open in August 2022 under the “Wecamp” brand.
 amping Mongo – The contractor expects to finish the works ready for
C
opening the camping in Q3 22. It opened the first fornight of July without
“Wecamp” brand.
Camping Cadaqués – Not under operations. Works expected to start in Q3
22.
Camping Igueldo – Operating unencubered. Tradding above budget. Works
expected to start in Q3 22. The company is opened without “Wecamp” Brand..
Camping Vilacolum – Not under operations. Works expected to start in Q3 22.
Camping Boltaña – The camping was acquired in Q2 22. The Camping will be
maintained open (without “Wecamp” brand) until the projects is prepared and
have the permits for the renovation works programmed for 2024.

Valuation
Equity Value
€27.6m
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VI
Environmental,
Social and
Governance issues
(ESG)
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ESG at Meridia:
Meridia Capital (“Meridia” or “Management Company”) is committed to responsible investment decisions.
Meridia Capital firmly believes that it is necessary to support innovative measures focused on contribution to society. It
shares the view that investors can have a significant influence over many of society’s challenges and that success can
be achieved when activities yield a double bottom-line: economic and social success. This is one of Meridia Capital’s key
differentiators.
Meridia recognises that ESG factors have the ability to affect, both positively and negatively, the performance of
investments. Meridia therefore works to identify and manage, on an asset-by-asset basis, relevant ESG factors which may
have the potential to materially impact its clients’ returns. Throughout its investment process Meridia has integrated the
consideration of ESG factors, including the concept of sustainability, to ensure its decision making occurs in a balanced
manner that enhances creation of long-term value for investors. Meridia Capital is committed to responsible investment
decisions.
Meridia has implemented its ESG policy aligned with the UN Principles for responsible investing within its funds management
activities and internal corporate operations.
All Meridia Capital ESG decisions are approved by the Board of directors, who oversees and manages the implementation
of all actions.
Meridia Capital’s Corporate Social Responsibility area has a designated responsible person and secures the services of
external specialised advisors for specific matters.
Merida has a designated ESG Committee that meets monthly. The Committee is led by the ESG responsible and has
representatives of each of Meridia’s verticals. The Committee has a twofold objective: i) create and monitor initiatives in the
different business verticals and ii) have an assigned person for ESG matters in all business verticals.
The rest of Meridia Capital’s team provides ad-hoc assistance and ESG is embedded in all decisions we make as an
organisation.

Breeam certifactes
As an alignment of Meridia’s commitment and journey with responsible investment 5 buildings owned by Meridia IV SCA
SICAV-RAIF have or expect to have the Breeam certificate with a “very good” rating:
BREEAM is the world’s leading sustainability assessment method for masterplanning projects, infrastructure and buildings.
It recognises and reflects the value in higher performing assets across the built environment lifecycle, from new construction
to in-use and refurbishment.
BREEAM does this through third party certification of the assessment of an asset’s environmental, social and economic
sustainability performance. This means BREEAM rated developments are more sustainable environments that enhance the
well-being of the people who live and work in them, help protect natural resources and make for more attractive property
investments.

GRESB
We are very proud to have completed the vehicle’s 2020 GRESB assessment.
GRESB is the investor-driven global ESG benchmark and reporting framework assessing the performance of real estate
funds, REITs, property companies and real estate developers.
GRESB validates, scores and benchmarks ESG performance data, providing business intelligence and engagement tools
to investors and managers.

VII
Financial
statements
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PerIod: from January to June 2022
ASSETS
NON-CURRENT ASSETS
Investment property

MERIDIA REAL ESTATE IV
Consolidated (€)
2 3 9, 5 9 1 ,9 2 9.1 8
209,400,000.00

Land

56,282,485.65

Buildings

139,011,315.95

Real Estate Investments in Progress

14,106,198.40

Non-current investments in group companies and associates

27,600,000.00

Equity instruments MGP

27,600,000.00

Non-current investments

2,591,929.18

Derivatives
Other financial assets
CURRENT ASSETS
Trade and other receivables

1,956,492.69
635,436.49
13,481,427.27
6,581,264.49

Trade receivables

739,152.70

Other receivables

2,826,575.95

Current tax asset

619,199.14

Public entities, other

2,396,336.70

Current investments

1,296,742.17

Loans to companies

20,978.85

Other financial assets

1,275,763.32

Prepayments for current assets

1,618,923.45

Cash and cash equivalents

3,984,497.16

T O T A L ASSETS

253,073,356.45
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PerIod: from January to June 2022

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
EQUITY
Capital

MERIDIA REAL ESTATE IV
Consolidated (€)
146,641,313.37
109,920,218.00

Retained earnings

13,019,982.88

Profit/(loss) for the period

23,701,112.50

NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES

67,648,183.47

Non-current payables
Debt with financial institutions
Other financial liabilities

63,507,636.97
62,401,338.04
1,106,298.93

Deferred Tax Liabilites

4,140,546.50

CURRENT LIABILITIES

38,783,859.61

Current payables
Debt with financial institutions

31,852,962.89
26,701,653.02

Other financial liabilities

5,151,309.87

Trade and other payables

6,930,896.72

Suppliers

(807,147.15)

Other payable

6,449,723.34

Public entities, other

1,288,320.53

T O T A L EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

253,073,356.45
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INCOME STATEMENT
Revenue
Other operating income
Non-trading and other operating income
Other operating expenses
External services

MERIDIA REAL ESTATE IV
Consolidated (€)
2,222,331.84
457,341.20
457,341.20
(5,202,556.13)
(4,664,737.81)

Management fees

(1,569,924.66)

Other external services

(3,094,813.15)

Taxes

(409,871.66)

Losses, impairment and changes in trade provisions

(127,946.66)

Other results
Change in fair value of fixed assets
Other
RESULTS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Finance income
Finance expenses
Change in fair value of financial instruments

NET FINANCE INCOME/EXPENSES
PROFIT BEFORE TAX
Corporate Income Tax
NET INCOME FOR THE PERIOD

(14,969.55)
25,894,654.67
(86,697.64)
23,270,104.39
46.88
(1,488,485.57)
1,967,670.48

479,231.79
23,749,336.18
(48,223.68)
23,701,112.50
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QUARTERLY CAPITAL ACCOUNT STATEMENT AT
JUNE 30, 2022

(Amounts in EUR)

Total Current Fund Commitment

251,500,000.00

(Size of the Fund)

Undrawn Commitment

Distributions
Recallable

FUNDED AND UNFUNDED SUMMARY
Total Investors
Commitment

Commitment Drawn

Total Unfunded
Commitment

Share Capital
251,500,000.00

109,920,218.00

-

141,579,782.00

141,579,782.00

FINANCIAL SUMMARY
TOTAL INVESTORS
CONCEPTS

YTD
31 Mar 2022

Inception to
31 Mar 2022

Total Commitment drawn (Shares)

-

Total Repayment (Shares)

-

Shares Dividends (non recallable)
Unrealised gains/(losses)
Realised gains/(losses)
PPS Paid / Management Fee
Partnership incomes
Partnership expenses

Quarterly
Movement

YTD
30 Jun 2022

Inception to
30 Jun 2022

99,320,218.00 10,600,000.00 10,600,000.00
-

-

-

109,920,218.00
-

-

-

-

-

-

23,357,250.87

50,181,522.59

(7,138,471.74)

16,218,779.13

43,043,050.85

-

-

9,675,875.54

9,675,875.54

9,675,875.54

(930,205.48)

(10,773,187.93)

(639,719.18)

(1,569,924.66)

(11,412,907.11)

1,274,266.39

12,640,034.74

1,405,406.65

2,679,673.04

14,045,441.39

(2,498,202.28)

(17,825,277.02)

(805,088.27)

(3,303,290.55)

(18,630,365.29)

Distributions Shares (non recallable)

-

-

-

-

-

Realised gains/(losses) - 8% Compensation

-

-

-

-

-

Shares Dividends (non recallable)

-

-

-

-

-

NAV + DISTRIBUTIONS
BEFORE CARRIED INT.

21,203,109.50

133,543,310.38

13,098,003.00

34,301,112.50

146,641,313.38

SHARES NAV

21,203,109.50

133,543,310.38

13,098,003.00

34,301,112.50

146,641,313.38

SHARES NAV + DISTRIBUTIONS

21,203,109.50

133,543,310.38

13,098,003.00

34,301,112.50

146,641,313.38

Estimated Carried Interest

(5,348,018.03)

(6,844,618.47)

(499,600.61)

(5,847,618.64)

(7,344,219.08)

-

-

-

-

-

15,855,091.47

126,698,691.91

12,598,402.39

28,453,493.86

139,297,094.30

SHARES NNAV

15,855,091.47

126,698,691.91

12,598,402.39

28,453,493.86

139,297,094.30

SHARES NNAV + DISTRIBUTIONS

15,855,091.47

126,698,691.91

12,598,402.39

28,453,493.86

139,297,094.30

Corporate Tax Effect
NAV + DISTRIBUTIONS AFTER CARRIED
INT.
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